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September 24, 2013

VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
Federal Election Commission
Attn Maureen Benitz
999 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.  20004

RE:RFAI Reference Number C00521427

Dear Ms. Benitz:

This letter is in response to the Requests for Additional Information, dated Feb 22 2013 and March 19 2013 (RFAIs)
regarding the Committee's 30-Day Post-General Report and Year-End Report, respectively, and the disputed debt listed on
Schedule D of both reports.

The RFAIs requests that the Committee provide additional information regarding the amount of the debt to which the
Committee admits owing Craft DC, and the amount, if any, paid on the portion of the debt the Committee admits to owing
Craft DC.

As discussed on August 21, 2013, in a telephone conversation with Shannon O'Leary of Gober Hilgers PLLC, the Committee
files this single Misc 99 to provide this information for both 2012 cycle reports.

The two disputed debts to Craft DC listed in both reports are reported are for $7000 and $15000.  The amounts reported
are based on the amount that the creditor, Craft DC, states that the Committee owes. Disclosure of debt is not an
admission of amount owed.  At the time that the reports were filed, the amount of debt was disputed in full and the
Committee admitted owing no additional funds to Craft DC.

After the close of the Committee's Year-End Report on December 31, 2012, the Committee paid $1000 on 1/22/2013 to Craft
related to the $7000 disputed debt described as Consultants - Web Video.  The $1000 paid on 1/22/2013 is reported on the
Committee's Mid-Year 2013 Report but was not accurately attributed to the $7000 transaction.  Contemporaneously with
this statement, the Committee filed an amended Mid-Year 2013 Report to correctly attribute the $1000 payment on Schedule
D.  The Committee disputes the remaining debt of $6000 in full and does not admit to owing Craft DC any additional
funds.

As of the filing of this statement, with the exception of the $1000 payment on 1/22/2013, the Committee has not paid any
additional funds to Craft DC for the disputed debts listed on Schedule D.  With the exception of the $1000 paid on
1/22/2013 and reported on the Committee's Mid-Year 2013 Report, none of the expenditures to Craft DC reported on
Schedule B, Line 21b of its reports previously filed with the Commission were payments toward the disputed debt.

I hope this statement provides an adequate response to the information the Commission is seeking. Please do not hesitate
to contact me if you have any questions or need additional information regarding the disputed debt with Craft DC.

Sincerely,
Brian J. Wise
Treasurer
Reclaiming Freedom PAC
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